The volume covers the gamut of tasks and approaches to editorial work across the markets of the book industry, including trade, mass market, children's and young adult, academic, textbook, reference, and self-publishing.
Ginna's introduction discusses the ways in which What Editors Do serves as an update to the classic Editors on Editing, 'in the era of Amazon, downloadable e-books, and social media' (4), while contributors aim 'to demystify the editor's job and put it in context within the publishing process' (5). The collection is organized into five parts: acquisitions, editing, publication, genre case studies, and professionalization. Part I begins with an overview of the acquiring process, where Ginna underscores the acquiring editor's role in building a press's pipeline of books-which creates work and revenue for a press overall-as well as the importance of an editor's track record in acquiring successful books by developing relationships, assessing a book's value, identifying markets, and contracting a project. In a chapter on trade book editing, Jonathan Karp provides a dozen rules for acquiring, with memorable examples of successes and failures to support his tips. Gregory M. Britton then delves into how the commitments of academic presses differ from trade-namely, by the need to account for the financial bottom line as well as the scholarly merit of a publication. Part I is rounded out by Peter Coveney's chapter, which breaks down the particulars of textbook publishing and working with professors and campuses to develop projects. The chapter also offers practical advice for becoming a college textbook editor.
Moving on from the role of acquisitions, Part II takes a more nuts and bolts approach, with each chapter focusing on a specific function in the editorial process. Nancy S. Miller walks readers through the steps of turning a proposed project into a final book, characterizing the editor as both constructive critic and cheerleader in the developmental editing stage. The author-editor relationship is at the core of editorial work, and Betsy Lerner shares her experiences of how that relationship plays out on the page-where exchanged notes lead to a synthesis of new ideas and an improved project. Susan Rabiner brings an important point of view as a literary agent, where the guiding editorial question is, 'is this project convincingly conceptualized?' (77, emphasis in original). Perfectly following a discussion of conceptualization, Scott Norton gives an overview of the stages of developmental editing. Norton draws on the perspectives of four acquiring editors at University of California Press to provide insights into a range of tools, from coaching versus modelling to peer review and market research. After this developmental work is done, the editorial focus is line-by-line, and George Witte shows the benefit of line editing at the word, sentence, and structural level. Part II closes with a piece about copy-editing from Carol Fisher Saller. Anyone who wants a concise introduction to the multifaceted nature of copy-editing-complete with loads of professional development tips-should read this essay.
Following discussions of distinct editorial roles, Part III broadens back out to consider the editor's part in bringing the book to the reader. Framing the editor as manager, Michael Pietsch discusses the merits of authors seeing their editor as a business partner, and reinforces the myriad roles an editor plays. Calvert D. Morgan Jr. then frames the editor as an evangelist who goes well beyond the role of a cheerleader to a person with deep faith in a book and author. Jeff Shotts's 'The Half-Open Door: Independent Publishing and Community' is among the most well-crafted and inspiring pieces in the collection, with insight into the role of independent publishers in the book industry. One of the few contributors who address issues of race and representation in the publishing industry, Shotts speaks to the independent, non-profit publisher's commitment to books that serve the community, literary artistry, and social change.
Part IV transitions from discussions of editorial functions to case studies of editing in various types of publishing. Covering the spectrum from literary fiction (Erika Goldman), genre fiction (Diana Gill), and general nonfiction (Matt Weiland), to children's books (Nancy Siscoe), life writing (Wendy Wolf), and scholarly monographs (Susan Ferber), the part wraps up with chapters on reference publishing (Anne Savarese) and illustrated books (Deb Aaronson). The longest section in the volume, these essays collectively might be the quickest way for readers to get a complete sense of the range of publishing opportunities in the book industry. While this part could be useful for beginning authors to understand which market and editorial collaboration might best align with their book, these case studies could be of greatest value to early career professionals seeking to find their niche in the book publishing ecosystem.
Following foundational discussions of editing within various publishing categories, Part V is dedicated to editorial professionalization. If you ever have, are, or will be on a hiring committee related to the publishing industry, please read Chris Jackson's chapter on diversity in publishing, which underscores the importance of rethinking required job qualifications for those truly invested in staff diversity. And, once you get hired, Katie Henderson Adams's essay can give you insights into the role of an editorial assistant-or, as she puts it, both executor and learner. After you have moved up the ranks from assistant or have established a network, perhaps freelance editing will be right for you. Katharine O'Moore-Klopf shares her experience of being a one-person networker, strategizer, and marketer and gives a general sense of the reasons behind and the benefits to freelance self-employment. When it comes to self-publishing, Arielle Eckstut and David Henry Sterry have a double lesson to teach: not only is self-publishing a possible professional path, but as a self-publisher, it is important to professionalize your writing by soliciting feedback. Jane Friedman then ties Part V together by tracing the changes in the book publishing industry as technology created a major shift in how books were sold (e-tailers), formatted (eBooks), and discovered (metadata).
Taken together, the essays in this collection show that while some publishing houses or genres require very specific functions, many editorial tools and practices cross over different sectors of the book industry, and some editorial approaches are universal. What is also universal is that the publishing industry is changing rapidly along with technology, with no signs of letting up. In Peter Ginna's conclusion, he contemplates the added value of traditional publishing (like peer review in scholarly publishing) in an evolving environment, and the evolution of the very category of 'book' itself. The changing publishing landscape will no doubt offer ample terrain for future books on editors, editing, and publishing. Another opportunity to discuss change in the publishing industry-and ideally encourage it-would be to build on Jeff Shott's and Chris Jackson's pieces about commitments to social justice and diversity. While many editors in this volume emphasize the need to love a project and to rally colleagues to love a book, it is also important to consider what might implicitly inform enthusiasm for certain books in an industry that recognizes the problem of its own whiteness. Now that What Editors Do has laid a crucial foundation for the contemporary landscape of editorial work in the book industry, a future volume could examine how publishers can proactively counteract the ways that passion-based decision making can be problematic in an environment that lacks diversity; provide case studies by editors who advocate for the importance of projects from under-represented voices in the face of pushback and implicit biases at their publishing house; and include perspectives from and about sensitivity readers who review manuscripts for problematic representation and cultural appropriation.
What Editors Do would be at home on the shelves of both institutional and public libraries. It could easily be used in classes within publishing programmes or any class that introduces editorial work and best practices. For those pursuing academic degrees and interested in learning about alternative career paths, the book is organized and written accessibly for undergraduate or graduate students. With quick-paced chapters from the editorial heavy hitters you might expect along with some fresh voices, an extensive glossary, a helpful list of further publishing resources, and an index, this collection is an essential resource for people aspiring to enter the book publishing industry, early career publishing professionals, current editors who want to hone their craft, or authors and other stakeholders in the publishing industry.
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